Boris Groys in Conversation with Ali Banisadr
BG:

What you are doing, it’s in between realism and abstraction.

AB:
There is always motion in the work. I don’t like paintings to be still nor have a central point. I
want the eyes to keep moving around the work, for there to be time for it to unveil itself.
BG:

You have to look at the details, like a Bosch work.

AB:
I remember being in Vienna for my birthday, and the only thing I wanted to do was see that
Bosch painting; The Last Judgement. I was there for three hours.
BG:
I see the parallels. The composition made of an abundance of details. It’s strange but
your paintings remind me of two artists simultaneously; Bosch and Kandinsky.

Hieronymus Bosch (c.1450 – 1516), c, 1482, Last Judgement triptych, Oil tempera on oak 164 x
127cm Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna

AB:
I appreciate Venetian painters too, like Veronese or Tintoretto. They were so focused on
colour because they were exposed to all the trade with Turkey at that time, that’s why they had
their differences with the Florentines, who were focused on line, design and architecture. I have a
relationship with Persian miniatures too, whereby the work becomes more of an experience as if
looking at it under a microscope, moving through the painting to discover different things. That’s
what I like in literature – to read something and be taken to more than just one particular time, place
and argument.
BG:

Your work is always in movement, almost an explosion – a ‘Zabriskie Point’ feeling.

AB:
It’s amazing you said that, Robert Hobbs asked me to send him clips of films that I feel my
work has a relationship with, and one of them was that part.
BG:
Your work is like an explosion in one single movement, yet at the same time with
many details. Is it chaos or something in between?
AB:
Between chaos and order; I try to create order out of the chaos. It begins chaotic and all the
figures emerge later.
BG:

It always looks like there is an earth and a heaven present too.

AB:

It’s the space where I feel that these figures fit in to.

BG:
This feeling of movement you create I think is very rare. This very complicated and
detailed composition shows a unity of movement. The unity of a flow or an explosion creates
the feeling of an event…of something performative.
AB:

It’s true.

BG:
Because what is fixed is invented. It’s cinematographic in a certain way because it
catches a certain kind of event, a moment of change, a moment of flow. It’s in the middle of
something.
AB:
It’s not necessarily connected to current events, but something more than that. The way I
see it, as you move up the canvas the characters free themselves, they become lighter and
surrender to the elements of earth. They become ether. Whereas at the bottom, they’re really trying
to take control of their own identity – always in conflict with each other.
BG:

So, you move from event to post-event. The day after – a retrospective of an event.

AB:
Aftermath ...Something you wrote that’s really stayed with me, is that in the past there was
animal, man and gods. Man would strive to become a god or angel, moving towards ‘that’ direction.
But now its animal, man, and machine, going backwards - towards the animal. That’s really stayed
in my head whilst working on this body of work. I feel that the top of the canvas, they’re releasing
themselves and maybe moving towards a higher realm. The bottom is where you find the machine
and the animal. All in conflict with each other.
BG:

From heaven to earth. There’s an aftermath here, like after war.

AB:

I’ve seen this with my own eyes, living in Iran as a kid during the war.

BG:

You really experienced it?

AB:
The bombing, the air raids; I witnessed so many ruins and chaos everywhere. When the
vibrations and explosions of the air raids occurred my mother recalls I would make drawings to try
to make sense out of what was happening. And I think that stays with me even now, where I still
see the world as this chaotic, potentially dangerous place. Trying to make sense out of it in a visual
way is the only way I can try to understand it.
BG:
The work is a moment of destruction. Actually if you go back to Bosch too, that work
The Last Judgement is about apocalypse. And Kandinsky started his abstract paintings with
the concept of the apocalypse. In his earlier Munich paintings, there are always three riders
of the apocalypse, there is a form of explosion and a sub-subject as a very small boat. A
kind of destruction/revelation of Fate. The moment of destruction it creates is also a form of
clarity about the fate of things, and the fate of the subject.
AB:
And the boat, is that supposed to represent a journey? Like man’s journey into the world?
This world?
BG:
Yes, dangerous. Because he was an admirer of Schopenhauer, who describes human
beings as being on the small boat on the surface of the world will.
AB:

The world will…?

BG:
A world will is an impersonal flow. It’s not my will or your will, but an impersonal flow
of things. We are on this surface, and can perish at any moment - go under. Kandinsky
reacts to this part in this moment of explosion. It’s flowing, but then something happens and
there’s a moment of time standing still – the end; the apocalypse is the end of the flow, and
it’s a catastrophe, but it’s also a revelation.
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Wassily Kandinsky (1866 – 1944) ‘Boat Trip (Lake), 1910, Oil on canvas, 98 x 105cm, St
Petersburg, Sataatliche Ermitage

This apocalypse of course is not just an apocalypse that takes place somewhere but
it can also refer to the apocalypse of the mind. When certain ideas crumble and fall apart,
simultaneously there is a revelation.
AB:

BG:
But a revelation of what exactly? A revelation of nothingness? Or a revelation of too
many things?
AB:
(Laughter) I don’t know. For example, if I get overwhelmed with what’s going on in my
head, when I actually let go of it all is the moment of solution - when all the elements fall into place.
For me, working it out visually doesn’t give me an answer, but it does put things in place.
BG:
So in your work the elements are in the moment of dissolving themselves, of
destruction, or going into the abstract, into pure energy. Are they always on the verge of the
solution?
AB:
They’re on the verge, exactly. They don’t want to take responsibility and stand for
something. Each thing is subject to change itself.
BG:
What’s interesting about your work is that everything is unstable, on the verge of
disappearance, or at the moment of the solution. This kind of mortality, finiteness and
instability of everything. Most interestingly you situate your painting in an event that takes
place between materiality of these things dissolving into the abstraction.
AB:
Absolutely, I also like to bring in something from my own personal history whilst thinking
about work that’s global. I like Neo Rauch for example.
BG:
He also has this ambivalence between art movements. I thought about early
Beckmann too in relation to your work, during the period of German Expressionism, but also
in terms of the colours you use. Beckmann is much more realist than you are, but he also
has this mythological abstract level.
AB:

I do like Beckmann and early Otto Dix too.
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“Frühe Mensch” (Eearly man) 1939 (reworked 1947/48).
Watercolour, gouache and pen and ink on paper, 49.8 x 64.5 cm.
Max Beckmann (1884 – 1950)
BG:
Its an interesting tradition. But I think that tradition is almost, or mostly, lost here. In
a very strange way, if you look at this tradition it’s both Beckmann and early Kandinsky, it’s
kind of Nordic, literary, reflexive, and cruel in a certain way, because of metamorphosis and
destruction. Americans are perhaps under the spell of the French tradition; the tradition of
pleasure. Understanding colour as a source of pleasure; essential pleasure, sexual pleasure.
There’s a friend of mine in France, he said; ‘The surface of the painting should be as the skin
of a woman.’
(Laughter)
AB:

Renoir.

BG:

Yes. He has a strange French relationship. But you absolutely don’t do that.

AB:
I am not attracted to that idea, no. German and Northern European artists interest me
mostly.
BG:
It’s very obvious, it is a different interpretation of colour. Colour interpreted as a
means to convey sense.
AB:

Exactly.

BG:
To convey meaning; it’s actually a medium of a message. In French painting,
Impressionist and after that, colour is a product and medium of pure sensuality. Those
artists didn’t want to convey any meaning; they wanted to convey a sensual experience of
pleasure.
AB:
fight.

Like Seurat and similar artists, it can become very mechanical too, which in painting I try to

BG:

Because it’s not about feeling; it’s about surface and senses.

AB:

Whereas, with the German painters you mentioned you really feel the paintings.

BG:
But you feel there is always this, let’s say, claim of universality. Some claim of
representing totality of the world. If you look at a French painting, it’s always a fragment,
never a claim to show totality. Perhaps I am also spoilt here by the German way of thinking. I
always try to do something in general; something total.
AB:
I’m also impressed by German philosophy, you mentioned Schopenhauer, or Nietzsche,
they were always interested in foreign philosophy, in the East for example. They brought it back into
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their dialogue. I like the idea of thinking about all ideas from around the globe – that’s why I like
comparative everything; comparative literature, comparative mythology, comparative religion.
Because then, if it echoes throughout all these different cultures, then it might be true.
BG:

So let’s say, you have a Western look but also an Eastern look for the detail.

AB:
It’s funny because some people think that the work is very abstract and then they get close
and see tonnes of things going on. But at the same time, some people think it’s really detailed and
then get close and it becomes abstract. So from the outside; abstract, but at a middle position;
material, then from a close position; it dissolves.
BG:

That’s a good strategy. That’s how we are.

AB:

Exactly.

BG:
Because if you look at the human being it’s like a point; as Lacan would say - we are
always a point of a surface, we are always a point of a landscape, of the earth. So if you
come closer, you see a human being, but if you begin to operate on it, like a surgeon, it
dissolves.
AB:
I watched a video a long time ago; ’The Power of Ten’ by Charles and Ray Eames. You
saw people lying in the park and then the camera started to zoom out, you saw the city, then you
saw the state, then the country. You started to see the whole universe. The camera started to come
back and it went in, in, in, in and came back to the people lying down in the park. Then it went
inside of them. Inside of them was the same universe that the camera had pulled out of. That
always stayed with me. The same universe exists inside of you that is outside of us.
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